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Abstract: Orchard systems have drastically changed over the last three decades to high-density
plantings that prioritize light interception that is evenly distributed throughout the entire canopy.
These conditions allow the production of fruit with a high red color that meets consumer demands
for uniformly colored fruit without external disorders. However, these systems also expose a
higher proportion of fruit to full-sunlight conditions. In many semi-arid apple production regions,
summer temperatures often exceed thresholds for the development of fruit sunburn, which can lead
to >10% fruit losses in some regions and some years. To combat this, growers and researchers use
sunburn mitigation strategies such as shade netting and evaporative cooling, which bring a different
set of potential fruit quality impacts. Often, there is a tradeoff between red color development
and fruit sunburn, particularly for strategies that affect light intensity reaching the fruit surface. In
this paper, we review agronomic and environmental factors leading to reductions in red color and
increases in sunburn incidence, along with advancements in management practices that help mitigate
these issues. Furthermore, we also identify gaps in knowledge on the influence climate change
might have on the viability of some practices that either enhance red color or limit sunburn for apple
orchards in semi-arid environments. There is a need for cost-effective management strategies that
reduce losses to sunburn but do not inhibit red color development in bicolor apple cultivars.

Keywords: sunburn; fruit quality; climate change; heat stress; mitigation

1. Introduction

Climate change will have negative consequences for many agricultural production
regions around the world [1]. Climate change will increase temperatures throughout all
seasons, affecting phenology, growth and productivity for perennial fruit crops, including
apple (Malus domestica Borkh.). However, most of the research conducted on the impacts of
climate change on apples has focused on phenological changes during the fall, winter, and
spring, which are critical stages for apple production [2,3]. However, less is known about
the impact of climate change on summer heat and its effects on fruit quality. Hot summer
temperatures are challenging for apple production. The presence of high temperatures
can cause fruit sunburn during the summer and poor red color at harvest, which cause
significant economic losses for apple producers. Semi-arid production regions with hot
summers regularly face the consequences of heat stress. For example, in a hot summer
region such as Washington State in the United States, Brunner et al. [4] reported that
sunburn and poor red color were among the factors responsible for most of the culls from
commercial orchards.
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Sunburn is a physiological disorder that occurs in many fruits and vegetables [5,6].
Sunburn damage occurs when elevated temperatures and excess light damage sensitive
horticultural crops, causing blemishes and reducing the marketability of the fruit. It is
an especially consequential disorder in apples [7]. Sunburn is responsible for significant
fruit losses in many apple-growing regions around the world, such as parts of Europe [8],
Chile [9], South Africa [10], and Australia [11]. There are three distinct types of sunburn
with their own induction factors: sunburn browning, sunburn necrosis, and photooxida-
tive sunburn [12,13]. Sunburn losses have been exacerbated by the shift to high-density
plantings on dwarfing rootstocks that improve light interception and increase the number
of fruit exposed to full sunlight [14,15]. Mitigation practices can reduce sunburn, but these
practices must not also substantially limit red color development, which is stimulated
by cool nights during autumn and is required for the highest-value bicolor cultivars. A
red color is one of the primary quality standards valued by consumers when purchasing
apples [5]. A red color is also an important selection trait for breeding programs, leading
to many apples being developed, marketed, and sold based on their color [5]. Increased
summer temperatures under climate change will increase the potential of sunburn risk
and poor red color for many growing regions around the world. There is a need for new
practices that decrease the impacts of heat on apple fruit quality for regions exposed to
warmer summer temperatures in the future.

The objective of this review was to summarize current practices for heat mitigation
and the promotion of color development for apple production and to identify knowledge
gaps in our understanding of the impact of heat stress on fruit quality for regions that
will face elevated sunburn pressure or slower color development under climate change.
We used public journal databases to search for agricultural and biological literature using
keywords identified above that were also focused on apples. The list of citations provides
recent and classical literature on the impacts of summer temperatures on apples. This
article provides insight into existing practices for reducing sunburn and improving red
color, identifies gaps in our understanding of the tradeoffs between red color and sunburn,
and provides some context into how to assess how these pressures will change in the future
under climate change.

2. External Quality Standards

Fruit quality is normally determined by consumer preference and can change over
time [5]. For many consumers, external quality remains the most important factor in the
decision to purchase apples [5]. Government and producer organizations use marketing
orders that impose standards and grades for agricultural products, known as minimum
quality standards [16]. These minimum quality standards are used to increase the average
quality of fresh market produce and thereby increase the average market price for these
commodities [17]. There are various other ways that quality standards are imposed on
fresh market produce, though many of these standards are market-driven and specific to
packing houses, supermarkets, and other marketers of fruits and vegetables that control
the quality of the food they are willing to sell. For modern apple production systems to
remain profitable, producers need to maximize the amount of high-quality fruit produced
every year.

For apples, there are many external quality standards used at various levels of the
supply chain, from orchard to table. These metrics are often tightly regulated. For red and
bicolor apples, which account for most fresh market apple sales [18], a large proportion of
the peel color must be red to be classified as high quality. For example, in ‘Red Delicious’,
more than 66% of the apple peel must be red for the apple to qualify as U.S Extra Fancy,
while bicolor apples such as ‘Honeycrisp’ only need 33% of the peel to be red. Apples must
also be free from all cosmetic defects such as sunburn and meet minimum size requirements
to be classified as U.S. Extra Fancy [19]. Musacchi and Serra [5] have extensively reviewed
the quality standards for specific production regions around the world. These losses are
often the largest yet most poorly estimated source of food waste and often arise at the
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farm level and remain undocumented [20,21]. Food waste is defined as “wholesome edible
material intended for human consumption, arising at any point in the food supply chain
that is instead discarded, lost, degraded, or consumed by pests” [22]. Previous estimations
indicate one-third of all food produced is lost or wasted before reaching the consumer [23].
Climate change will increase the summer temperatures in many apple-growing regions,
making it more difficult to produce blemish-free fruit that meets specific color standards.
There is a significant need to understand the risk of short-term heat events that can cause
economic losses, such as sunburn and poor color, as well as to develop mitigation strategies
that are cost-effective and feasible for commercial apple production systems.

3. Apple Sunburn

Apple sunburn occurs in several different ways. The most common type of sunburn
is sunburn browning. This occurs when apples are exposed to a combination of solar
radiation and heat for as little as 45–60 min [24]. The temperature threshold for sunburn
browning ranges from 46–49 ◦C, depending on the cultivar [12]. However, various other
studies have reported much wider ranges of threshold temperatures (Table 1). The vari-
ous methods, cultivars, and names used to determine these thresholds and the resulting
symptoms obfuscate the practical range of temperatures at which sunburn browning can
be expected to occur. Apple growers have reported sunburn browning occurring at much
lower temperatures in exposed fruit, while other studies report undamaged fruit that
experienced conditions beyond those supposedly necessary to induce sunburn browning
(Table 1). There is also a range in severity of sunburn browning that can occur within and
across cultivars. Scales of severity have been developed for both green and bicolor apples,
where a score of 0 indicates undamaged fruit, and scores of 1–4 range from slight browning
to severe browning (Figure 1) [25,26]. Since small blemishes to the fruit surface can lead
to discarding those fruit, even small portions of affected fruit surface can lead to higher
grades of sunburn severity.
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Figure 1. Sunburn grading classes modified from Schrader et al. [18] for bicolor apples. SB0 incidates
no sunburn while SB1-3 have various degrees of sunburn and SB4 indicates the presence of tan
browning on the peel surface.

Sunburn necrosis is more severe than sunburn browning and happens when cell death
occurs, which can be solely induced by heat. The temperature threshold for sunburn
necrosis has been estimated to be 52 ◦C for at least 10 min [12], producing black necrotic
tissue on the fruit surface. Sunburn necrosis has been induced regardless of light exposure,
indicating this is a result of thermal cell death [24]. This cell death may be relatively shallow
or deep, damaging the cortex beneath the peel [27,28]. Cell death increases the production
of ethylene and may contribute to early fruit drop [29]. Sunburn necrosis may develop
from undamaged fruit or fruit that previously developed sunburn browning with sufficient
heat [13].

Photooxidative sunburn can develop from sudden light exposure. The temperature
threshold is likely lower than the other two types and is manifested as a visible bleached,
white spot on the apple surface [30]. Photooxidative sunburn only develops on peel
sections that were previously shaded and that receive sudden sunlight exposure. This
can occur from fruit thinning, branches that droop as fruit growth occurs, or summer
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pruning [13,31]. This bleached area can turn yellow, brown, or black after continued
exposure to sunlight [30].

Along with the immediate, within-orchard impacts sunburn has on fruit quality, apple
sunburn can lead to additional disorders during storage, including lenticel blotch and
sunscald, among others. Fruit sunburn has been associated with significantly greater levels
of lenticel blotch in ‘Honeycrisp’ and begins to develop 7 to 14 days after harvest, reducing
the storage, shelf-life, and longevity of apples throughout cold storage and the supply
chain [32]. Sunscald typically begins to develop after about one month in storage and is
characterized by an external darkening of the peel [33]. Both disorders increase fruit losses
and the probability of pathogen infection [32].

3.1. Sunburn Physiology for Fruit

The physiological and biochemical pathways associated with the development of
sunburn symptoms have been extensively studied [13,33]. Sunburn browning is caused by
a combination of solar radiation and heat [24,34]. These two factors overwhelm internal
protection mechanisms within the apple peel, causing irreversible damage to the Photo-
system II (PSII) complex. Photosystems existing in the fruit peel are the same complexes
of proteins and pigments found in all photosynthesizing organisms. These photosystems
consist of an antenna system and a reaction center that converts incoming solar radiation
to chemical energy [35]. While PSII is normally able to make efficient use of incoming radi-
ation, it does have limitations. Excessive solar radiation or heat may damage this pathway.
When excess photosynthetically active radiation is received by PSII, it can overexcite the
chlorophyll molecules and produce reactive oxygen species that damage other parts of the
cell, especially lipids [36]. Photoprotective pigments, including carotenoids and specialized
carotenoid groups called xanthophylls, can be overcome by excess excitation, leading to
photoinhibition or the destruction of PSII.

Optimal temperatures for the photosynthetic efficiency of different plants occur at
different temperatures based on adaptation to the local climate, ranging from nearly
0 ◦C–nearly 50 ◦C [37]. These upper limits are also present for apple fruit. When the peel
temperature reaches 45–49 ◦C in most apples, inhibition of photoprotective mechanisms of
PSII occurs, and quenching of the excess excitation energy from incoming radiation cannot
occur [37,38]. Subsequently, oxidation occurs in PSII on both the donor and acceptor sides,
where damage is caused by free oxygen radicals [38]. Although the role of anthocyanins in
leaf photoprotection has been extensively reported, these relationships for fruit have been
less clear. Several studies have reported that anthocyanins do not play a photoprotective
role in red-colored apples [39,40]. Cultivars with more red color development and highly
increased anthocyanin concentrations near harvest, such as ‘Cripps Pink’, showed the
same amount of severe sunburn compared to ‘Gala’, while minor sunburn was seemingly
reduced. However, the maximum potential quantum efficiency of the Photosystem II
(Fv/Fm) of the peel was similar among all cultivars independent of color. This suggests
PSII can be similarly damaged even though visible symptoms of sunburn damage were
lower in the blushed cultivars. Although green and yellow cultivars display a greater
percentage of mild sunburn damage, all cultivars likely incur the same levels of damage
and storage disorders when exposed to the same light and heat thresholds [41], implying
red color development masks sunburn damage.

Fruits lack many of the physiological mechanisms present in leaves that provide
cooling. Apples do not change position/orientation and have a fixed number of stomata
regardless of sunlight exposure [39,41]. Thus, they are much more susceptible to rapid
warming by solar radiation compared to leaves. As apple fruit matures, the thickness of
the wax on the outside of the peel typically increases, while the stomatal (lenticel) density
on the fruit surface decreases as the fruit expands [39,41]. The low stomatal density limits
the physiological evaporative cooling of the fruit surface. High temperatures increase
the pressure on PSII and increase the likelihood of sunburn damage [39]. Furthermore,
the degradation of chlorophyll as fruit enters physiological maturity limits the quenching
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of excess energy, but carotenoids appear to provide additional protection during fruit
ripening [42].

3.2. Sunburn Induction Factors

There are many indirect and direct factors to consider during sunburn induction. Solar
radiation and temperature are the two most important direct factors, as they account for the
damage to the fruit itself, although Yuri et al. [43] defined seven other indirect factors that
contribute to sunburn damage, including the cultivar, developmental stage of fruit, training
system, row orientation, vigor, water stress, and nutrient competition. All these factors
determine how susceptible each fruit is to sunburn damage. Additionally, environmental
factors play a role in fruit surface temperature. These conditions include relative humidity,
wind speed, and solar radiation based on the presence of clouds [44].

Fruit surface temperature (FST) is the most widely used measurement for determining
apple sunburn temperature thresholds. Weather-based FST measurements may be less
accurate than sensing on the fruit, as noted by Ranjan et al. [45]. These approaches include
direct measurement through contact/non-contact methods and indirect methods derived
from biophysical models. A recent model developed by Li et al. [44] predicts the FST of
completely exposed apples based on weather data (air temperature, relative humidity,
solar radiation, and wind speed), accounting for 90% of the variation observed in infrared
temperature measurements on the same fruit. This model is a useful tool for predicting FST.
There is also great variation between the FST of fruits throughout the canopy. The fruits
most exposed to direct sunlight are most likely to have higher FST and are at a greater risk
for sunburn [46].

3.3. Sunburn Mitigation Strategies

In many growing regions, mitigation strategies need to be used to protect fruit from
sunburn. The main strategies are netting, evaporative cooling (EC), particle film sprays, clay
sprays, chemical protectants, and fruit bagging (Figure 2). Most of these strategies either
reduce the solar radiation reaching the fruit surface or provide direct cooling of the fruit
through the removal of heat. Netting, sprays, and fruit bagging reduce the solar radiation
that reaches the fruit surface, keeping fruit closer to ambient temperature. Water-based
cooling actively cools the fruit surface. Mitigation strategies are selected based on cultivar
value, water availability, and overall risk of sunburn.
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Table 1. Sunburn incidence and sunburn temperature thresholds for several apple cultivars in different locations. * Values obtained according to the maximum
temperature measured during the season.

Sunburn Incidence Cultivar Location of Fruit
Temperature Measurement Temperature Light Exposure Location Reference

Sunburn necrosis (SN) Presence ‘Gala’ Surface 52.2 ◦C (10 min) No Washington, UT, USA [24]
Sunburn browning (SB) Presence ‘Gala’ Surface 47.8 ◦C (60 min) Yes Washington, UT, USA [24]

Sunburn symptoms Presence ‘Braeburn’ Flesh 40 ◦C Yes Auckland, New Zealand [47]
Sunburn symptoms 5% ‘Mondial Gala’ Flesh 44 ◦C Yes Lleida, Spain [8]

SN + SB 15% ‘Cripps’ Pink’ Surface 41 ◦C * Yes Stellenbosch, South Africa [48]
SN + SB 9% ‘Cripps’ Pink’ Surface 33 ◦C * Yes Stellenbosch, South Africa [49]
SN + SB 14% ‘Fuji’ Surface 45 ◦C * Yes Sobo-myeon, Korea [50]
SN + SB 23% ‘Fuji’ Surface 48 ◦C * Yes Biobío, Chile [9]
SN + SB 5% ‘Fuji’ Surface 35 ◦C * Yes Ferrara, Italy [51]
SN + SB 41% ‘Fuji Raku Raku’ Surface 46 ◦C * Yes Ñuble, Chile [52]
SN + SB 19% ‘Gala’ Surface 52 ◦C * Yes Biobío, Chile [9]
SN + SB 15% ‘Gala’ Surface 47 ◦C * Yes Gansu, China [53]
SN + SB 39% ‘Gala Brookfield’ Surface 48 ◦C * Yes Ñuble, Chile [52]
SN + SB 45% ‘Granny Smith’ Surface 37 ◦C * Yes Grabouw, South Africa [10]
SN + SB 39% ‘Granny Smith’ Surface 40 ◦C * Yes Grabouw, South Africa [10]
SN + SB 50% ‘Granny Smith’ Surface 44 ◦C * Yes San José, Uruguay [54]
SN + SB 30% ‘Honeycrisp’ Surface 41 ◦C * Yes Washington, UT, USA [55]
SN + SB 27% ‘Honeycrisp’ Surface 42 ◦C * Yes New York, NY, USA [56]
SN + SB 13% ‘Honeycrisp’ Surface 44 ◦C * Yes New York, NY, USA [56]
SN + SB 19% ‘Royal Gala’ Surface 47 ◦C * Yes Stellenbosch, South Africa [48]
SN + SB 16% ‘Royal Gala’ Surface 48 ◦C * Yes Shepparton, Australia [11]
SN + SB 17% ‘Royal Gala’ Surface 53 ◦C * Yes Shepparton, Australia [57]
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There are three main ways water can be used to reduce crop temperatures [58]. In
order of increasing effectiveness, they are: (1) evaporation of water in the air (undertree or
overtree) and cooling the air, which reduces fruit temperatures through convective cooling,
(2) hydrocooling by applying water to leaves and fruit, which uses the cool water to extract
the sensible heat from the plant organs and carry it away via runoff, and (3) evaporative
cooling through the application of water to leaves and fruit to directly extract heat by
latent heat transfer (Figure 3). Evaporative cooling is commonly used in Washington
State, where irrigation water is readily available. Other regions of the world often do
not have adequate water to use evaporative or convective cooling techniques in orchards.
Evaporative cooling systems often cycle on and off, limiting the amount of water applied.
This reduces the amount of water reaching the orchard floor. Evaporative cooling can
reduce fruit surface temperatures by up to 8.5 ◦C, which often brings fruit near ambient air
temperatures [59–63]. When air temperatures and/or solar radiation are extremely high,
evaporative cooling alone may not be enough to limit fruit sunburn.
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Protective sprays and particle films are commonly used to protect fruit from sunburn.
Kaolin clay, which was originally applied to apples to deter insect pests, reflects incoming
solar radiation from the fruit surface and reduces sunburn [64]. There are other protective
products composed of wax and other inorganic compounds that block incoming UV light
and have been reported to reduce sunburn damage by greater than 50% [65].

Protective netting was originally developed for apple orchards to reduce hail damage
to fruit and trees [66]. Growers in high light/temperature environments also use netting
to reduce sunburn (Table 1). These regions include Australia [57], South Africa [48],
Chile [67,68], and the USA [55,56,66]. Many different types of netting have been designed
to provide sunburn protection. Different shading percentages, colors [68], and design
systems are available to growers, although the commercial standard is approximately
20% shading, white, over-the-top nets [69]. This combination of features is typically cited
as reducing the risk of limited growth and development of fruit and trees while providing
maximum sunburn protection. These nets keep FST about 5–10 ◦C cooler than un-netted
fruit under identical conditions [48,55,70]. Netting changes the quantity and quality of
incoming solar radiation [71,72]. The magnitude of these changes depends on the color,
mesh size, and type of net [73]. Light scattering can increase light penetration into the lower
parts of the tree canopy [74]. The physical composition of netting can influence spectral
transmissivity. It can also increase diffuse radiation by 17–170% depending on netting
composition [75].

While netting is a reliable tool to decrease sunburn damage (Figures 4 and 5), it can
also have costs. One of the most significant consequences of using netting is a reduction in
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red color development in some years and locations, which can lead to unmarketable fruit in
red and bicolor cultivars [70]. Gindaba and Wand [70] reported shade netting significantly
reduced red blush in ‘Cripps’ Pink’ and ‘Royal Gala’. This reduction in sunlight from
netting (ranging from 10–50%) can be detrimental to red color development near harvest,
especially when coupled with warm overnight temperatures and reduced sunlight from
clouds. Red color was also reduced in an experiment in the USA, but the reductions were
lower than those reported for previous studies [76].
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4. Color Development in Apples

Red color varies strongly among cultivars and by the environment. While a red color
is an important final quality parameter, it can be inconsistent and is often not a useful
indicator of fruit maturity. Still though, many harvest timing decisions are based solely on
red color development. Furthermore, there are many factors affecting the development of
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red color that can lead to high variation in red blush coverage within even a single tree [77]
or an orchard. This variability can make it difficult to capture variation among treatments
and locations.

Red color is produced by anthocyanin pigments formed prior to physiological and
commercial maturity. This is controlled by the MYB transcription factor, and identification
of this gene has been crucial for informed selective breeding [78]. Anthocyanins require
cool nighttime temperatures and solar radiation for optimal development, often leading
to red color development closer to harvest when temperatures begin to cool [79–82]. The
range of optimal temperature varies by cultivar but has been estimated to be 16–25 ◦C [83].
Furthermore, the optimal temperature for anthocyanin development may also depend on
overall temperatures throughout the growing season and acclimation to those temperatures.
These factors are poorly understood due to the complexity of interactions. Crop load is
also critical for sufficient red color development [84,85]. High crop loads limit the available
carbohydrate pool for anthocyanin synthesis on the fruit surface [86].

4.1. Improving Red Color

Because red color development is such an important consideration, many practices
have been developed for producers to improve it. One of the standard practices is the
installation of reflective ground cover. There are many different materials and approaches
to reflective ground covers. Typically, some type of mylar-type material is deployed in the
drive rows a few weeks before harvest. This reflective material is effective at increasing
the photosynthetically active radiation available to the lower part of the tree canopy [87].
Overall, the red color is also improved when compared to the control with no reflective
ground cover [88]. One additional reason for the significant improvement in red color
comes from the light-scattering effect created by some ground covers, distributing light
to shaded and inner-canopy fruits [87]. There are other management practices that can
increase light exposure for fruit, such as summer pruning, which increases light exposure
and, consequently, results in more red color [89]. Manual or mechanical leaf removal is also
increasingly being tested in many locations to increase light exposure for fruit near harvest.
Other practices such as retracting netting prior to harvest or the use of cooling systems
at different times of day can also either increase light exposure or cool fruit to stimulate
anthocyanin synthesis. Grower practices to improve red color require further investigation,
especially because the exact mechanisms and thresholds for red color development are not
completely understood, and these practices may increase sunburn pressure.

4.2. Tradeoffs between Sunburn Susceptibility/Mitigation and Red Color

Sunlight and light interception are important for overall tree productivity and fruit
quality [5]. Since direct sunlight is required for the development of red color, many of the
fruit located in the inner canopies of larger, more vigorous trees often have poor red color
due to the limited sunlight. However, fruit that is more exposed is more susceptible to
sunburn conditions when temperatures are high (Table 2). The use of dwarfing rootstocks
and new training systems has led to higher-density orchards with lower vigor, which
increases light penetration into the canopy [10]. These orchards also face increased sunburn
pressure because of the increase in light exposure for more fruit within the canopy. Netting
limits incoming light conditions and reduces sunburn but can limit red color develop-
ment [76]. In some years, high temperatures near harvest can limit red color development
for earlier-developing cultivars and cultivars with poor coloring. In these situations, it is
difficult to increase the red color of the fruit, and this can lead to issues with over-maturity
since fruit might be left on the tree past optimum commercial maturity. It is an essential
balance to protect the fruit from high summer temperatures but also provide sufficient light
conditions that maintain optimum fruit color for most of the fruit within the orchard.
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Table 2. Summary of the tradeoffs between red color and sunburn for a range of agronomic strategies
to improve fruit quality in apples.

Agronomic
Strategy Agronomic Effect Impact on Red Color Impact on Sunburn Reference(s)

Reflective material Red color Increase Increase/no change [88,90,91]
Deleafing Red color Increase Decrease/no change [92–94]

Phenylalanine spray Red color Increase No change [95]
Fruit thinning Red color Increase Decrease/no change [83,96,97]

Summer pruning Red color Increase Increase/no change [89,98–100]
Protective spray Sunburn Decrease/no change Decrease [101–104]

Evaporative cooling Sunburn Increase Decrease [25,48,58,63]
Netting Sunburn Decrease/no change Decrease [55,56,66–69,88,105]

5. The Impact of Changing Climate on Fruit Quality

The Earth’s temperature has risen by about 0.74 ◦C during the 20th century [106]. In
addition to the general average warming trend, there has been an increase in the duration,
intensity, and frequency of extreme heat events across the globe [1]. In many apple-growing
regions in the Pacific Northwest, annual average temperatures are projected to increase
by 1.8–5.4 ◦C by 2070–2090 when compared to 1970–1999 [107]. Additionally, summer
heat waves have become more frequent and intense and are expected to continue. The
forecasted changes in summer temperatures are similar across many traditional apple-
growing regions [108–110].

Increasing temperatures are expected to impact crop production through multiple
factors related to the growing season length and phenology shifts [111]. With respect
to perennial tree fruit, while the potential impact of warmer summers on sunburn risk
has been recognized [13,33], there is limited work applying climate change projections to
estimate this risk. To the best of our knowledge, Webb et al. [110] is the only work that
has attempted to evaluate this risk for apple production in Australia. Their assessment is
based on exposure to air temperatures above specific thresholds. However, sunburn is a
function of fruit-surface temperatures rather than air temperatures, and these fruit-surface
temperatures can be very different from air temperatures [44,45]. Climate change impact
quantification using estimates of fruit-surface temperatures is lacking. Additionally, the
sunburn reduction efficacy of different management practices can be altered in a changing
climate, and these effects have also not been comprehensively evaluated. With respect to
climate change impacts of warmer autumns on red color development, there is an even
larger knowledge gap. To our knowledge, no study has quantified this utilizing climate
change projections. This is in line with findings from Gallinet et al. [112] that autumn is an
important but neglected season in climate change research.

Climate change is expected to exacerbate losses in fruit quality for apple producers [13].
Although the environmental factors causing sunburn are well understood, the dynamic
susceptibility during fruit development is not. Increasing the probability of periodic
extreme heat exposure may affect overall sunburn risk, but more research is needed to better
model these changes and their impact on apple production. Advancing spring phenology
will also likely advance maturity during warmer periods in the summer. Furthermore,
elevated summer temperatures will also increase the risk of fruit damage once chlorophyll
degradation begins during fruit ripening. In addition to increased pressure in regions
where sunburn incidence was historically common, losses to sunburn may also become
important in regions with traditionally low sunburn pressure. Shifting mitigation practices
may be limited by access to capital or resources such as water for evaporative cooling.

The development of the red color of apples, a key factor affecting pricing and mar-
ketability, is also limited by high temperatures [113]. Under climate change, elevated
temperatures near harvest will limit red color development [109]. There are significant
cultivar differences in red color development, and although selection has occurred for
new cultivars that develop color under warmer conditions, consumer choice will dictate
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popular cultivars, and producers will need information on risks for their regions and
cultivars. Apple producers will need to balance the economics of enhancing red color
through agronomic practices against potential risks of increased sunburn from elevated
light exposure to ripening fruit. More research is needed to adequately study these tradeoffs
under future conditions.

6. Conclusions

Sunburn incidence and poor color development are two of the largest causes of
fruit losses. Tree fruit training systems that are highly productive and allow the best
red color development are also the most susceptible to sunburn. These systems require
substantial investments in sunburn mitigation in regions where summer temperatures
exceed 35 ◦C. Our understanding of the physiological thresholds for sunburn browning is
still poorly developed, and inconsistencies in the reported environmental conditions leading
to these disorders need to be more closely examined. Increasing summer temperatures
under climate change will elevate risks in regions where sunburn occurs and increase the
probability of occurrence in regions where sunburn does not historically occur. Apple
producers will need to adopt strategies that are either costly or come with tradeoffs for
other measures of fruit quality. Almost all mitigation strategies influence light exposure
to increase red color, which may increase sunburn during periods of fruit development
when a red color is needed. It will be important to better understand these tradeoffs across
multiple strategies to more effectively manage sunburn under future climates.
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